Log of blog changes

Changes 11-4-14

- Updated §14 water to include new literature
- Added new material to §14 Health.
- Extended leakage literature review §9
- Added link and instruction to Pennsylvania DEP petroleum well web site

Changes 8-17-14

- Section 15 on the comparative greenhouse risk of various fossil fuels
- Section 16 on health impacts
- Section 9: A major revision places human activities to 2211 AD in the context of changes global temperatures since 1600 AD. Material includes a primer on atmospheric chemistry and greenhouse warming showing that methane leakage does not risk tipping points. Additional leakage papers are reviewed.
- Section 17 - a new summary and recommendations section with open letter to Governor Andrew Cuomo recommending moratorium on unconventional gas development be lifted.
- Section 18 - a new review of significant papers not on methane leakage